The master’s of arts degree in Marriage and Family Therapy at Saint Joseph College will prepare you to work with couples and families in crisis. The program is committed to training therapists who will provide leadership in serving the needs of both the local and the global community.

“I know of no other degree-granting, accredited training program that has so successfully managed to keep faith with the systemic roots of the field while honoring its growing edge.”

Lynn Hoffman, ACSW
AAMFT Lifetime Achievement Award for Distinguished Contribution

“My M.A. in Marriage and Family Therapy at Saint Joseph College was my third graduate degree, but never before have I enjoyed the camaraderie, support, and caliber of teaching that I experienced in this program. What I learned has proven to be invaluable in my work as a mediator.”

— Robert Stewart, J.D., M.A. ’02

SAINT JOSEPH COLLEGE

Saint Joseph College is an institution with career-focused undergraduate, graduate, and certificate programs. At SJC, students explore and expand their potential through personal attention in a welcoming community that offers academically challenging programs to individuals who want to succeed and make a difference in society. The College is devoted to empowering women, while also inspiring both women and men to service in the global community. Founded by the Sisters of Mercy, the College offers an education steeped in the Catholic intellectual tradition and the Mercy social values. SJC is situated on a beautiful suburban campus, mid-way between New York City and Boston, while providing easy access to culture, government, and sports venues in the Capital city of Hartford.

DIRECTIONS

Saint Joseph College is located in West Hartford, Connecticut off I-84, exit 43/ Park Road. Turn right at the end of the ramp, then take an immediate left at the first light onto Trout Brook Drive. At the fifth light, turn right onto Asylum Avenue then take the first left onto the Saint Joseph College campus.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

1678 Asylum Avenue, West Hartford, CT 06117
www.sjc.edu
“The part of the program that most stands out for me was the support I received. There was not one occasion where I was told “no” when I needed flexibility, instead the response was always “let’s find a way to make this work.” That level of individual attention and care was exceptional, and a true boon while balancing this challenging endeavor with full time work.” — Jamie Noonan, M.A. ’10